Abstract-The ATLAS Detector at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN is equipped with a superconducting magnet system that consists of a Barrel Toroid, two End-Cap Toroids and a Central Solenoid. The four magnets generate the magnetic field for the muonand inner tracking detectors, respectively. After 10 years of construction in industry, integration and on-surface tests at CERN, the magnets are now in the underground cavern where they undergo the ultimate test before data taking in the detector can start during the course of next year. The system with outer dimensions of 25 m length and 22 m diameter is based on using conduction cooled aluminum stabilized NbTi conductors operating at 4.6 K and 20.5 kA maximum coil current with peak magnetic fields in the windings of 4.1 T and a system stored magnetic energy of 1.6 GJ. The Barrel Toroid and Central Solenoid were already successfully charged after installation to full current in autumn 2006. This year the system is completed with two End Cap Toroids. The ultimate test of all toroids by which maximum mechanical and thermal loads are exerted is being prepared and will be performed late 2007 where after normal operation will commence. The status of the project in its nearly completed state as well as the first experience with testing and operation in the underground cavern are reported.
I. INTRODUCTION
A TLAS, abbreviation for Apparatus Toroidal Large Aperture Spectrometer, is one of the two new general purpose particle detectors at the Large Hadron Collider presently being installed and commissioned at CERN. Proton-proton collision products will be analyzed in the ATLAS Experiment starting in 2008. To separate charged from non-charged particles and measure their momentum a bending magnetic field is required.
In ATLAS, see Fig. 1 , the inner tracking detectors in the heart of the detector are served by the Central Solenoid while the outer shell with muon detectors are provided with magnetic field generated by three toroids, one large Barrel Toroid covering the radial direction and two End Cap Toroids covering the low-angle forward direction.
The four superconducting magnets in this hybrid system are based on the use of Al stabilized NbTi cables wound into fully potted windings, conduction cooled and operating at about 4.6 K by forced circulation of 1200 g/s liquid Helium through cooling pipes attached to the cold masses. The main magnet system parameters are listed in Table I . Design and manufacturing features were reported during the past 10 years at several occasions [1] , [2] . The installation of the entire magnet system in the ATLAS cavern 100 m underground at CERN is completed in 2007. Test and final commissioning are in progress and will be completed by early 2008 where after the system is available for the first physics experiments using the LHC.
II. CENTRAL SOLENOID
The 2.5 m bore-sized and 5.3 m long Central Solenoid serving the inner detectors with 2 T bending field is produced and factory tested [3] , shipped to CERN and re-tested on surface before installation underground. The 39 MJ light-weight coil of 5.6 tonne and operating at 7.6 kA passed successfully its commissioning test in the cavern in summer 2006. The coil survived all fault scenarios tested and in the case of a quench the maximum temperature remains below 120 K [4] . A full description of the coil design, coil production and various tests can be found elsewhere [5] . The coil is now in stand-by mode waiting for start of detector operation.
III. BARREL TOROID
The large Barrel Toroid, sized 22 m in diameter and 25 m in length, is built up from eight 25 m 5 m size racetrack coils equally spaced in a torus shape using interlinking warm structure beam elements.
The coil and structural components are built in industry but cold mass [6] , cryostat integration [7] and single coil tests before installation [8] were performed at CERN. The various steps in production and testing were successful and the toroid installation in the cavern, see Fig. 2 , was completed.
The eight coils are interconnected by eight cryoring segments that house the helium distribution lines and cold bus bars to the individual coils.
The magnets are connected to the proximity cryogenic system through transfer lines. This equipment is positioned on top of the detector and built against the cavern wall, see Fig. 3 .
Cool down and stand-alone test took place in 2006. The cool down of the 360 ton cold mass to 4.6 K takes 5 weeks. The magnet system cryogenics behaved very well.
The test program essentially covered normal ramps up to nominal current (2 hr) followed by either a slow dump (2 hr) or a fast dump (2 min) in the case of a provoked quench. The ultimate test sequence that proved the system's health is shown in Fig. 4 . In steps the magnet current is raised up to 20.5 kA nominal value, a surplus of 500 A proven and a fast dump provoked. After re-cooling the cycle was repeated demonstrating that no degradation below nominal operation levels is occurred.
During a fast dump, triggered manually or by the quench detection system, the stored energy of 1. [9] , [10] . By using the uniform quench heating system also the internal voltage in the toroid is kept at a low value of about 70-80 V.
After a fast dump the magnet cooling system needs about 50 hours to re-cool the toroid to 4.6 K. More information on the magnet system cooling plant and experience with the toroid cryogenics operation is published elsewhere [11] - [14] .
The toroid external mechanical structure characterized by the maximum vertical deflection of 26-28 mm under self-and 400 tons extra weight of services other detector elements, is as calculated [15] , [16] . The internal coil suspensions system comprising per coil eight Ti tie rods, 32 cold stops and a fixed point behaved reversibly and did not show any sign of degradation [17] - [19] .
It is important to realize that neither training, nor any other spontaneous quench was observed in this new toroid of record size, which convincingly validates the mechanical and thermal design and production techniques of coils, bus interconnections and current lead cryostat. The system is safe to operate.
IV. END CAP TOROIDS
Coil modules, thermal shield, MLI, coil suspension parts and vacuum vessel were produced in industry but the integrations of cold mass, cryostat and connections to services are performed on CERN site. The various stages of cold mass integration were reported before [20] . New is the completion of the cryostat integration, the on-surface tests and installation in the cavern of both End Cap Toroids. Fig. 5 shows the stage of integration of a cold mass in the vacuum vessel before applying superinsulation and vacuum vessel end plate closure. Clearly the eight coil modules interconnected by 8 keystone wedges can be recognized inside the castellated vacuum vessel. The frame visible circumferencing the vessel keeps the vessel in shape during the insertion and the tooling seen in front is for positioning the thermal shields during assembly. The vacuum sealing of the Al alloy vessel is based on double o-rings and it behaved very well. All seals were correctly applied the first time and the He tightness of the vessel is better than . Further details on the End Cap Toroid integration are here [21] , [22] .
Services connections for helium, current, vacuum pumping and controls are on the top arranged in a turret. Both toroids un- derwent a thermal cycling test down to 85 K before installation. This, to prove that after thermal shrinkage the electrical ground insulation ( at 1 kV) as well as leak tightness of the cooling lines and thermal shrinkage on the coil suspension rods are sound.
The transport and craning of the 240 ton toroids to their final position in the ATLAS cavern is completed by July 2007. Fig. 6 pictures an End Cap Toroid after transport and just before it enters the surface hall on top of the shaft. Both End Cap Toroids are now being connected to the services systems where after the final cool down will commence.
V. FULL MAGNET SYSTEM TEST AND COMMISSIONING
When energizing the three toroids together the End Cap Toroids are pulled towards the center by about 240 ton Lorentz force compressing the Barrel Toroid at either side. A precise alignment is necessary to avoid excessive asymmetric forces on the individual Barrel Toroid cold masses. Therefore the End Cap Toroids are tested first independently, next as a couple and then in combination with the Barrel Toroid, first at low excitation level to adjust if necessary the alignment. Electrically the three toroids are connected in series thus avoiding asymmetry in forces due to different coil currents.
When mechanically adjusted, the entire system will be energized in steps to the nominal current to test normal excitation and fast discharge during provoked quenches. A last step in the commissioning will be a duration test by early 2008 of a week to prove long term stability of the cryogenics system, cold mass temperature and superconductor operation.
VI. CONCLUSION
The ATLAS Barrel Toroid and Central Solenoid are installed in the cavern, fully tested and behave as expected. After 10 years of construction, the tests demonstrates that superconducting toroids of this size (9500 ), complexity, peak magnetic field (4 T) and stored energy (1.1 GJ) can be built and operate safely according expectations.
The two End Cap Toroids, of respectable size as well (350 , 4.1 T, 250 MJ each), have been integrated, 80 K tested and installed as well, but still have to be tested in superconducting state, which is planned for autumn 2007.
When all magnets are fully operational by early 2008 the system is on time for the start of the LHC and ready for hopefully exciting physics experiments.
